An unwritten recipe
marked only by flour and fingerprints
hints at The Baker to create a confectioner’s treat
something homemade and rather sweet
to show her soul in solid form.

The Ballad of
Zoe + Josh

There are no words, only implications
and the impulse of desire.
Hire her and she will make you feel full, pull you in;
her offerings will linger on the tongue
and in the four chambers of your heart,
which you didn’t know was hungry.
And here you are, a 4-H Club star;
your arm around the girl who’s won at the Bake-A-Thon
and holds a hundred blue ribbons.
If baking is truly “a science” and cooking, “an art,”
her pastry is a living painting and we should all start
by remembering that quote some famous chef once wrote:
“Sift, knead, flute and flour”
for this is the hour of feasting
and we are in the hands of conjurors.
You take The Baker and The Baker’s Man,
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put ‘em together in an All-Clad pan.
Fasting is prohibited!
The prep work is complete.
In place are all of the essential techniques.
So set the table and feed your collective soul.
Don’t forget to lick the bottom of the bowl.
To taste is to commune, to eat is to share
as we witness the rare and sparkled alchemy of The Baker,
who’s like an unexpected breeze washing over one’s skin,
and her Man, whose calm could hold back even the wind.
The dough is raised; the cake is glazed and ready.
Hold steady and cook what you love.
Love what you cook
and always remember to look
for the unwritten recipe.
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Combined, they are savory and long lasting.

